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Error Report 1495

Error Report 1495 states that the Unemployment Insurance Code (UI Code, EDB 0121) is not being derived correctly for some employees. Some student employees are being derived as ‘C’ (covered), when they should be ‘N’ (not covered). In addition, some Separated employees are also being rederived, which should not occur.

The original code for deriving the UI Code was introduced into PPFICRET in Release 995. That logic was not carried forward correctly to the new version of PPFICRET issued in Release 1109.

Programs

PPFICRET

Program PPFICRET has been changed to completely isolate the UI Code derivation, and restore the logic of Release 995.

If an employee meets either of the following conditions, the UI Code will not be derived at all.

- If the Employment Status is ‘S’ and the Action Code does not indicate that a Rehire is taking place.
- or, if the Employment Status is ‘S’ and the Action Code does indicate that a Rehire is taking place, but the Hire Date is after the end of the current month.

If derivation does occur, and an employee meets all of the following conditions, the UI Code will be set to ‘N’. Otherwise, it will be set to ‘C’.
• If the Employment Status is not ‘S’; or it is ‘S’ but the Action Code indicates that a Rehire is taking place and the Hire Date is within the current month.
• and, the Retirement System Code is ‘N’, ‘H’ or blank
• and, the Student Status Code is 3 or 6 and the Number of Registered Units has a value equal to or greater than the value stored in System Parameter 71; or The Student Status Code is 4 or 7 and the Number of Registered Units has a value equal to or greater than the value stored in System Parameter 72.
• and, the employee does not hold an active house staff appointment.
• and, the predominant appointment percentage is 50% or less.

**DB2 Programs**

**PPOT1134**

One-time program PPOT1134 executes the new version of PPFICRET to derive the UI Eligibility Code for all employees who are not Separated. If a different UI Code is derived, the PPPPAY table is updated with the new value and an Employee Change File record is written. A report, which can be requested in ID, Name, or Name within Department order, reports on all changes. **PPOT1134 can be run in non-update mode, and it is suggested that this be done and the results reviewed prior to running it in update mode.**

**Bind Members**

PPOT1134

PPOT1134 is the plan bind for one-time program PPOT1134.

**Test Plan**

A separate Test Plan has been provided with this release.

**Installation Instructions**

A separate set of Installation Instructions has been provided with this release.

**Timing of Installation**

Installation of this release is not urgent. However, to prevent the miscoding of the UI Eligible Code and possible incorrect departmental charges for UI coverage, this release should be installed as soon as possible. If Release 1109 has not been installed, this release should be installed together with Release 1109.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Phil.Thompson@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-04684.
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